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Where to
Get Help
ABCDBreastCancerSupport.org
ABCD was founded by a group of
women – led by Melodie Wilson –
who realized that having breast
cancer is about much more than
biopsies, surgery and
chemotherapy. Most of ABCD’s
founders are breast cancer
survivors who discovered that the
most valuable information and
support came from others in
similar life circumstances with
similar experiences with the
disease. Not everyone diagnosed
with breast cancer knows where to
find that kind of help. That’s where
ABCD comes in.
PANfoundation.org
The Patient Access Network
Foundation (PAN) facilitates
access to medical treatment for
patients with chronic or lifethreatening illness. PAN is
dedicated to overcoming financial
and other barriers to treatment,
and works efficiently and
collaboratively to help patients
receive prescribed treatments and
the care that best meets their
needs. Since October 2004, PAN
has awarded hundreds of millions
of dollars in co-payment
assistance to patients in need.

We’re Social!
Connect with us,
anytime, anywhere.
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Breast Cancer Diagnosis:
What To Do Next
Take heart: The human spirit is astonishingly resilient. Give yourself time to
work through the emotions you are experiencing. Once you do, you’ll be
able to say, “Okay, I’m ready. What do I do now?"
Get the facts: Learn all you can about your specific cancer and how to best
treat it. This is especially important with breast cancer where treatments vary
greatly. Learn about factors like tumor type, lymph node status and breast
cancer stage along with all potential treatment options. However, know
your information “comfort level”. Some people prefer as much information
as quickly as possible. While others prefer not to know too much too fast.
Enlist the help of tech-savvy friends or relatives to do the research if you are
too overwhelmed or unable to do it yourself. Be sure to communicate your
information “comfort level” to your physicians.
Prepare for your appointments: Write down questions and concerns you
have and bring those with you. It’s likely you will feel overwhelmed during
these appointments and forget what
you hoped to discuss with the
physician. It’s also common not to
“hear” everything being communicated
to you. Bring someone with you to
every appointment if possible. Not
only will the emotional support be
important, another set of ears will help
make sense of all the information
provided. Always take notes and audio
record the appointments if feasible.
Find your voice and use it: If you are concerned or upset by something
related to your care and treatment, speak up! When people feel vulnerable
or scared, they tend to tolerate something rather than “rock the boat”. This
also means not accepting everything your physicians tell you as absolute
and accurate IF you think you need more information or a second opinion.
Know your reoccurrence risk: While breast cancer is very treatable, it can
reoccur in the breast or another site, particularly the lymph nodes, bones,
liver, lungs and brain. There are several factors that can make reoccurrence
more likely. Engage your physicians in an honest conversation about what
these risk factors are and if any of them apply to you.
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